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The dual frontier: Patented inventions
and prior scientific advance
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S

cientific research can propel both fundamental understanding and practical application, but the extent to which scientific
advances support technological progress
is unclear (1–3). According to the “linear
model” of science, basic research, focused on
understanding, provides a foundation for eventual
technological applications (1, 4–7). For example,
Riemannian geometry, an abstract mathematical
advance that was initially widely ignored, later
proved essential to Einstein’s development of
general relativity and, ultimately, to time dilation
corrections in the Global Positioning System. In
biology, basic research into extremophile bacteria
later proved essential to the development of the
polymerase chain reaction, the DNA amplification
technique that is vital to modern biotechnology
applications. Such examples illustrate the potential value of the linear model as a conception of
scientific and technological progress, a view that
helps motivate the public case for supporting
scientific research (1, 8, 9).
At the same time, many observers argue that
basic research rarely pays off in practical application or that practical advances typically proceed without any inspiration from basic research
(10–14). These views suggest a potentially substantial disconnect between the knowledge outputs
of public science institutions, such as research
universities or government laboratories, and inventive outputs in the private sector. Other scholars argue for a richer interplay between scientific
and technological progress. Characterizing scientific progress as advances in understanding
and technological progress as advances in use,
a common theme emphasizes that investigators
focused on questions of use, engaged in solving
real problems, may in turn generate new understandings and progress in basic science (2, 15–17).
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For example, Pasteur’s germ theory of disease
was closely intertwined with his work on industrial fermentation and food safety applications,
and the development of the second law of thermodynamics was inspired by Carnot’s practical interest in the efficiency limits of steam engines
(2, 7). In these cases, new understandings of
nature are seen less as independent exercises
of human curiosity that pay off in unexpected,
future applications than as insights that spring
up along the technological frontier.
Amid these diverse views of the interplay between scientific and technological progress, there
are many anecdotes but little systematic evidence.
Our starting point is an integrated citation network that traces references from all 4.8 million
patents issued by the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office (USPTO) from 1976 to 2015 to all 32 million journal articles published from 1945 to 2013
as indexed by the Web of Science (WOS), the
world’s largest collection of scientific research.
The citation network begins by locating patents
that directly cite journal articles, which defines a
“paper-patent boundary” where practical inventions and scientific advances are linked (18–21).
The network further determines the minimum
citation distance for all other papers and patents
to this boundary, creating a measure of distance
that can be applied across a broad landscape of
scientific and technological progress. We further integrate information about fields, individuals, and institutions (universities, government
laboratories, and publicly traded firms) for each
paper and patent. The supplementary materials
detail the underlying data sources and further
discuss the use of citation networks to measure
knowledge flows, including patent-to-paper citations (22–26).
Figure 1A presents a schematic of the integrated citation network and introduces our metric.
Formally, we define the distance metric Di ∈
f1; 2; 3; …g for each patent or paper i. When a
patent directly cites a paper, both nodes receive
Di ¼ 1, representing patents and papers at the
“patent-paper boundary.” For the set of all other
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The extent to which scientific advances support marketplace inventions is largely
unknown. We study 4.8 million U.S. patents and 32 million research articles to
determine the minimum citation distance between patented inventions and prior
scientific advances. We find that most cited research articles (80%) link forward to
a future patent. Similarly, most patents (61%) link backward to a prior research article.
Linked papers and patents typically stand 2 to 4 degrees distant from the other domain.
Yet, advances directly along the patent-paper boundary are notably more impactful
within their own domains. The distance metric further provides a typology of the fields,
institutions, and individuals involved in science-to-technology linkages. Overall, the
findings are consistent with theories that emphasize substantial and fruitful connections
between patenting and prior scientific inquiry.

paper and patents, we recursively determine the
minimum citation distance to this boundary.
Namely, a paper i with Di ¼ n þ 1 is one that is
cited by a paper j with Dj ¼ n and is not cited by
any paper k with Dk < n. Similarly, a patent i with
Di ¼ n þ 1 is one that cites a patent j with Dj ¼ n
and does not cite any patent k with Dk < n. Paper
and patents that cannot be connected at any distance to the paper-patent boundary are described
as “unconnected.” Note that the graph is directed:
We trace citations backward in time, using the
references in each patent and paper and jumping from the patent to the paper domain where
Di ¼ 1.
Our first results concern connectivity, considering the extent to which papers or patents exist
in independent spheres. As shown in Fig. 1B, the
patent-paper citation network has been dominated by a single connected component. A majority of patents—60.5%—made references that
could ultimately be traced to science and engineering papers. Similarly, among all science and
engineering papers that received at least one citation, 79.7% could ultimately be connected to a
patent. In short, we find majority connectivity,
where the substantial majority of cited research
articles can be linked to a future patent, and the
modest majority of patents can be linked to prior
scientific research.
At the boundary, 0.759 million patents directly
cited 1.41 million papers, representing 21% of all
connected patents and 10% of all connected papers
(Fig. 1C). Although these numbers are substantial, the broader picture that emerges in Fig. 1C is
one of indirect connectivity. The modal connected
science and engineering paper was 3 degrees
from the nearest patent. The modal connected
patent was 2 degrees from the nearest paper.
Looking between 2 and 4 degrees of the patentpaper boundary captures 68% of all connected
patents and 79% of all connected papers.
Our second set of results applies the distance
metric to characterize fields. We used 185 WOS
field classifications for science and engineering
papers and the 388 primary USPTO technology
classes that contained at least 20 patents in the
citation network. For each field or class, Fig. 2A
presents the mean distance, Dmean, among connected papers or patents as well as the percentage connectivity (i.e., the percentage of papers
or patents in that field for which D exists). Here
we see the enormous variation across fields. Dmean
ranged from 2.00 to 5.90 across science fields
and from 1.17 to 5.65 across patent classes.
Examining patents, the technology classes closest
to the paper-patent boundary include combinatorial chemistry, molecular biology, superconducting technology, and artificial intelligence, all of
which had Dmean < 1:50. The most distant technology classes concern subjects such as locks,
buttons, fasteners, envelopes, fire escapes, and
chairs, all of which had Dmean > 4:75. To further
characterize this variation, we examined the full
D distributions for several major technology classes
(Fig. 2B). For example, we see that Dmode ¼ 1 for
“multicellular living organism” patents, where
85% directly cited papers, whereas Dmode ¼ 5 for
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show that the field ordering by distance to
the patent-paper boundary is robust to different referencing tendencies across fields, to
dropping patent-examiner citations in patents,
and considers a null model (figs. S1, S8, and S9).
Tables S1 and S2 provide the mean, mode, and
standard deviation of the distance metric and
percentage connectivity for all patent technology
classes and all WOS fields.
Figure S2 considers a related concept of distance: time. We calculated the total time period, Ti , in years along the shortest citation
path between a paper and a patent. This time
period is the difference between the patent’s
application year and the paper’s publication
year. At the boundary, where D ¼ 1, there was a
mean delay of 6.66 years. By D ¼ 6, the mean
delay was 19.62 years for papers and 22.70 years
for patents. Figure S2 further shows that the
temporal distance varied substantially across
fields, commensurate with the citation distance
variation in Fig. 2A.
Figure 3 considers impact. A common measure of impact for a scientific paper or patent
is the number of citations it receives, and a
transparent, field-independent metric considers

Fig. 1. Connectivity and distance. (A) The directed graph of the integrated citation network from
patents toward papers defines a distance metric, D. (B) The share of papers that link forward to a
future patent and the share of patents that link backward to a prior research article. (C) The distance
distribution of connectivity.
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the probability of a “home run,” defined as being
in the upper 5% of citations received in that field
and year (27–29). Figure 3A examines the probability of such home-run papers and patents.
Patents that drew directly on scientific papers
(i.e., D ¼ 1 patents) were found to be unusually
heavily cited by other patents, appearing as home
runs 7.62% of the time, or 52.4% more often than
the background rate. Other connected patents
(i.e., D ≥ 2 patents) were home runs at approximately the background rate. Figure S3 shows
more generally that impact decayed smoothly
with distance from the patent-paper frontier.
Meanwhile, patents whose cited prior art was
disconnected from the corpus of papers were
home runs at a rate of 3.74%, or 25.2% less
often than the background rate. Looking at
papers in Fig. 3A, journal articles directly cited
by a patent (i.e., D ¼ 1 papers) were 3.72 times
more likely to be highly cited by other papers. In
other words, the patent-paper boundary appears
populated by advances that are especially impactful within their own domains: Patents that
reference scientific papers were drawn on especially heavily by future patents, and papers
cited directly by patented inventions were especially highly cited by other scientific papers.
Meanwhile, patents or papers that were disconnected from the other knowledge network were
especially unlikely to be high impact within their
own domains.
The impact advantages are robust to numerous controls, including fixed effects for each
year, field, number of authors (paper) or inventors (patent), institution type, and each number of references made by the paper or patent
(fig. S4). Fixed effect regressions account in a
flexible and nonparametric manner for these
features (see methods in supplementary materials).
Tables S3 and S4 present the underlying regression results and also show that these results
are robust to alternative measures of citation
impact. We also find similar results using patent
maintenance fee payments rather than citations
received (table S5). Maintenance fees, which
are paid by the patent owner and prevent the
patent from lapsing, provide a potentially more
direct measure of market value (30, 31). Figure
S5 further shows that D ¼ 1 patents did not
simply cite established, popular papers; rather,
papers cited by a patent in the year the paper
was published tended to become home runs
within science over the ensuing years. We also
find that D ¼ 1 patents and papers were far
more likely to be home runs when looking within
the outputs of a given inventor or author (tables
S6 and S7). Examining individual fields, Fig.
3B shows that D ¼ 1 patents and papers were
the most highly cited within their own domains for the majority of scientific areas and
technology classes. In science, 99% of fields,
and in patenting, 86% of fields showed that the
highest-impact work within the field occurs at
D ¼ 1.
Finally, we investigate the roles of institutions
and individuals near the patent-paper boundary.
Figure 4A considers institutions. For comparison,
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“chairs and seats” patents, for which only 0.3%
directly cited papers.
Examining papers in Fig. 2A, we see that
mathematics proved the field most distant from
the patent frontier (Dmean ¼ 4:97 ). Meanwhile,
the fields closest to the patent frontier include
nanoscience and nanotechnology, materials science and biomaterials, and computer science
hardware and architecture, all with Dmean <
2:35. Figure 2B provides the full D distributions
for several major fields. Connected papers in
mathematics, often considered a basic field of
inquiry but one that can also be applied, had
Dmode ¼ 4 but with high variance. Astronomy
and astrophysics also had Dmode ¼ 4 but with a
sharper peak and typically greater proximity to
the patent-paper boundary. By contrast, biochemistry and molecular biology papers had
Dmode ¼ 2; and computer science papers had
Dmode ¼ 1 , where 42% of connected computer
science papers were directly cited by patents.
This application to scientific fields suggests the
potential usefulness of the distance metric for
quantifying and tightening traditional but loose
descriptors around “basic” and “applied” scientific research. The supplementary materials
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we sorted relevant USPTO patents and WOS papers into
three different institutional settings: universities, U.S. government laboratories, and firms.
Institutional affiliations are
based on patent assignee for
the patents and based on postal
and email addresses of the
journal article authors (32, 33).
The supplementary materials
provide additional details of
this sorting process. Universities and government laboratories were relatively more
engaged in high-D research,
whereas the research articles
produced in firms shift toward
D ¼ 1 (Fig. 4A). These findings
are consistent with and can
help quantify long-standing
ideas about the research outputs that for-profit institutions are likely to undertake
(34). Table S8 provides associated regression analysis, including fixed effects for the
number of references made,
citations received, field, year,
and number of authors or inventors. The regressions show
that university papers were on
average D ¼ 0:358 further from
the frontier than the firm papers.
Decomposing this increased disFig. 2. Application to fields. (A) Distance metric. The mean distance, Dmean , to the paper-patent boundary is
tance among university papresented for each field (x axis) together with the percentage of knowledge outputs in that field that are connected
pers shows that approximately
to the integrated citation network (y axis). (B) The full D distribution for several fields.
one-third of this increased distance was due to field compowere especially likely to be home runs in their
long-standing conceptions that consider university
sition (e.g., university researchers publish more
respective domains.
outputs as public goods upon which marketplace
in high-D fields such as mathematics than
corporate researchers do) and two-thirds apContrary to conceptions in which technologinvention can draw (1). Thus, although univerpeared as institutional differences within a
ical and scientific progress operate in indepensity patenting is particularly closely related to
dent spheres, we find majority connectivity between
science (Fig. 4A) and can thus play a direct role
given field (e.g., university papers in mathematics have higher D than firms’ papers in
the corpus of patented inventions and the corpus
in technology transfer (35, 36), the lion’s share of
mathematics).
of scientific papers. However, these connections
D ¼ 1 patents still comes from firms. Related, other
are typically indirect, and both scientific fields
patents typically connected to the patent-paper
Fully 57% of university-assigned patents had
and patenting technology classes vary enormously
frontier through these D ¼ 1 firm patents (fig. S6).
D ¼ 1, indicating the intensiveness of university
patenting near the boundary (Fig. 4A). Patents
in their connectivity and proximity to the other
Figure 4C examines the role of the same infrom firms peaked at D ¼ 2 , with only 19% at
domain. These findings are consistent with and
dividual in spanning the paper-patent boundcan help quantify some features of the “linear
ary. We define these cases by matching the
D ¼ 1 . Patents by government laboratories apmodel” of science, which imagines that scientists
inventor names for the patent with the author
peared in between the other institutions. Table
S9 provides associated regression analysis, showtypically work to advance understanding but that
names for the paper that the patent cites (see
ing that, compared to firms, approximately onesuch advances may underlie practical applicasupplementary materials for further discustions, often in indirect or unexpected ways. The
sion). For D ¼ 1 university patents, 55.4% cited
half of university patents’ increased proximity to
prevalence of private-sector patents linking back
a paper written by an individual with the same
science was due to field composition (university
researchers patented in low-D technology classes)
to the output of universities and government
name. A high percentage also appeared for
laboratories is further consistent with institugovernment patents, but the percentage fell to
and one-half appeared as institutional differences
tional views of the linear model. Although these
14.3% for D ¼ 1 corporate patents. In Stokes’s
within a given field (e.g., university patents in
materials science had lower D than firms’ patents
features of the linear model appear to receive
theoretical characterization of “Pasteur’s quadin materials science).
strong support, our data do not address potenrant” (2), where the same individual may be
tially “nonlinear” reverse linkages where technoengaged in advancing both understanding and
We next considered the institutional “hand-off”
logical advances, including new equipment and
use, universities and government laboratories
across the boundary where D ¼ 1 . For D ¼ 1
patents, 78% were assigned to firms, yet 80% of
tools, may also drive scientific progress (7, 11, 17).
appear to be especially common homes for such
D ¼ 1 papers had university authors (Fig. 4B).
The distance metric further reveals facts that
individuals, who in turn appear highly productive.
are consistent with and help quantify the fruitful,
Figure S7 and table S10 show that both the paper
The prevalence of hand-offs from university
creative interplay between understanding and
and the patent produced by such an individual
papers to business patents is consistent with
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Fig. 3. Distance and impact. (A) Impact close to and far from the paperpatent boundary. A “home run” is defined as being in the upper 5% of
citations received in that field and year, for a patent or a research paper.

(B) Home-run outcomes relative to distance for each field, when each field
is analyzed separately. The supplementary materials examine alternative
impact measures, including methods based on patent-renewal payments.
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Fig. 4. Institutions and individuals. (A) The D distribution for different institutional settings,
including universities, government laboratories, and firms. (B) Production of patents and papers
by institutional type at the D ¼ 1 boundary. (C) The share of D ¼ 1 patents where a citing inventor and
cited author have the same name, by patent assignee type.

application (2, 19, 21). Patented inventions that
draw directly on scientific advances were especially
impactful compared to other patents. Moreover,
papers directly cited by patents were also the
highest-impact papers within the scientific
domain. These facts are consistent with a sharp
complementarity between understanding and use
and are also reflected at the individual level; an
individual scientist/inventor, especially in university and government laboratory settings, often
personally spanned the boundary, working to
advance both the scientific and technological
frontiers and managing to hit “home runs” in
both domains.
Beyond loose classifications of “basic” or “applied” research and related terminologies (6, 7),
the distance metric provides a quantifiable typology to describe R&D outputs and the nature of
their impacts. The typology can characterize the
research outputs of not only fields but also
journals, funders, research institutions, and individuals themselves. Indices based on the D
metric may thus present useful tools for understanding and evaluating types of research, institutional priorities, funding outcomes, and
individual careers. While the distance metric
in our application uses a directed graph, from
patented invention to scientific advance, one
may also deploy the metric on knowledge networks built using other link definitions. For example, full text analyses might allow one to
characterize “necessary” precursor knowledge
as opposed to the standard of “relevant” precursor knowledge that appears to be indicated
by citation networks (see supplementary materials discussion). One might also build a metric
that runs from scientific advances back to prior
patented technologies, given appropriate reference
information. And one might consider inventions
or other applications outside patents. Such studies
would further enrich our understanding of the
interplay between scientific advance and technological progress to engage additional theories (11, 17).
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Picking up a patent
What is the relationship between patents and scientific advances? Ahmadpoor and Jones devised a metric for the
''distance'' between patentable inventions and prior research to study this question. They analyzed the relationship
between 4.8 million U.S. patents and 32 million research articles. Universities tended to cite their own research directly in
their patents (in other words, a distance of 1), but the distance was greater for companies, suggesting that companies
may rely on outsiders for their foundational research. The distance varied by discipline, with nanotechnology and
computer science having the shortest distances between published research and patents.
Science, this issue p. 583

